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One of the major aims of M.E.R.O.DE. is to provide for a thorough correctness checking in 
order to ensure correct software at a very early stage of development. Both consistency 
checking and transformation to safe implementations need a formalism to express 
interleaving. In this paper we will look at some existing formalisms and defme a new (and 
better) formalism for the description of object behaviour and implementation of an event 
handler. 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

M.E.R.O.DE. (an acronym for Model-driven Entity Relationship Object oriented 
DEvelopment) uses a model driven approach for application development. This approach 
starts form the business functionality, a much more stable base to build applications than 
the information needs, the basis for the classical waterfall model for application 
development. The model driven approach recognizes the existence of different levels of 
abstraction in the development process. The role of these different levels and more 
especially of the business modelling level are explained in the Zachman framework for 
Application development [8, 7]. which is summarized in figure 1: 

MODELS REQUIRED TO REPRESENT THE ARCHITECTURE OF AN INFORMATION SYSTEM : 

SCOPE MODELS : 

BUSINESS MODELS : 

DESIGN MODELS : 

model the scope and underlying strategy for an information 
system. 

model the exact functioning of the business, show business 
entities, business constraints and business rules. 

model the information functions for information input and 
output. 

TEcHNOLOGY MODELS : model the system as it is implemented in a particular 
technology. 

Figure 1 : The Zachman Framework for Application Development. 
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M.E.R.O.DE. looks at the business model from two points of view. First, the Universe of 
Discourse (defmed in the Scope Model) is described by means of the Entity Relationship 
Modelling Technique. This results in the defmition of entity types and relationship types. 
Both entity types and relationship types are an abstraction of real world fenomena, 
respectively entities and relationships. 

Second, the process model is defmed. The object types in the process model are exactly the 
entity types and relationship types defmed in the data model. In addition the process 
model defmes a universe of event types, a relation is established between object types and 
event types and the behaviour of object types is described by means of regular expressions 
over the universe of event types. 

One of the major aims of M.E.R.O.DE. is to provide for a thorough correctness checking, in 
order to ensure correct software at a very early stage of development. Such correctness is 
achieved by making sure that the specifications meet a number of requirements. 

The most important and severe behavioural demand is the consistency requirement for the 
process model. The need for this consistency requirement arises from the fact that object 
types can impose conflicting sequence restrictions on the same set of event types. In the 
worst case contradictions prohibit all possible scenarios such that the set of possible 
scenario's of the system as a whole becomes empty. The situation where object types show 
contradicting sequence restrictions on event types is illustrated by means of a well-known 
example: 

Suppose that when the earth was created, God had defined the chicken and the egg as 
follows('.' stands for sequence, '+'for choice and'*' for iteration): 

CHICKEN= break-out.(lay-egg)*.die 
EGG= lay-egg.break-out 

In this case there would be chicken nor eggs on this earth I There would be no chicken 
because there are no eggs to break out. And there are no eggs because there is no 
chicken to lay the eggs. 

This kind of sequence conflict is called a deadlock. Process models do not necessarily 
contain conflicting sequence restrictions. The given example can be corrected by assuming 
that God must have created at least one prehistoric chicken: 

CHICKEN= (God-created-chicken+ break-out).(lay-egg)*.die 
EGG = lay-egg.break-out 

Demanding that a process model is consistent comes to the requirement that the process 
model does not contain sequence conflicts. The assumption underlying the consistency 
requirement is that we start and end with an empty set of objects. This means that 
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l) each object must be created, 
2) eventually each object must be destroyed and 
3) possibly all objects can be destroyed. 

These assumptions ensure that objects have finite lives and that a system composed of 
different objects is also finite. By working with finite objects and systems, mathematical 
treatment is simplified enough to ensure that both the consistency requirement and the 
safety problem are decidable. 

One of the major difficulties in checking for consistency is that we intend to state 
something at the object level, while doing calculations at the object type level. 
Unfortunately, up to now, only calculations were found which are stronger! than the 
consistency requirement. 

A second aspect of the consistency requirement for process models concerns the safety 
requirement. Implementation of the business model will require an event handler which 
must be capable to determine whether an event is allowed to happen or not. Even if a 
process model is consistent, there might exist scenarios which lead to deadlock. Such 
dead-end scenarios consist of sequences of events which are not the prefix of a valid 
scenario but still are accepted by each object individually. Lets clarify this by means of the 
following example: 

Suppose a system consists of two objects : 

BOOK= acquire.(borrow +renew+ return)*.decatalogue.(sell +lose) 
LOAN= borrow.(renew)*.(return+lose) 

Suppose the following sequence of events is offered to the system 

acquire(book-id: l) . borrow(book-id: l, loan-id: 100) . decatalogue(book-id: l) 

The first event must only be checked for BOOK-restrictions and is allowed. The second 
event must be checked for both BOOK and LOAN restrictions and is also allowed. The 
third event must only be checked for BOOK restrictions and is accepted as well, although 
this means that the book can never be returned. There are however valid sequences for 
this model, namely those according to the following expression : 

BOOK II LOAN 
= acquire.(borrow.(renew)* .return)* .(decatalogue.sell + borrow.(renew)* .decatalogue.lose) 

This small library circulation example is consistent but needs a transformation to ensure 
safe execution by removing of dead-end sequences. 

l. If 'P(!M) is a recursive (decidable by means of a Turing Machine) statement about M , then 'P(!M) is equivalent 
with the consistency requirement if and only if 

('P(!M) <=} !M"is consistent) . 

'P(!M) is stronger than the consistency requirement if and only if 

('P(!M) ~ !M"is consistent). 
but -,(!M" is consistent ~ 'P(!M)) 
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FORMALISMS FOR OBJECT BEHAVIOUR 

A calculation that is equivalent with the consistency requirement or a transformation to a 
safe system would necessarily take account of the cardinalities of relationship types in the 
data model. If, for example, R is a one to many relationship type between P and Q, an 
occurrence of P will run in parallel with many occurrences of R (and of Q) at the same time, 
while an occurrence of Q will run with only one occurrence of R at a time. The cardinality 
of one can be expressed by means of the iteration (Q II R*). but the cardinality M requires a 
interleaving operator, which could for example be defmed as follows : 

If A is the universe of event types, then A* is the set of sequences over A and A is the 
concatenation operator for sequences. 1 denotes the empty sequence. For s,t,u e A*, x e A 

we defme: 

(xAs)0 = x 
(xAs)' = s 

(head) 
(tail) 

Givens, t, u e A* then 
(1) s interleaves (t,u) ~ s interleaves (u,t) 
(2) 1 interleaves (1,1) 

(3) s interleaves (t,u) ~ (s0 =to and s' interleaves (t',u)) or 
(s0 = u 0 and s' interleaves (t,u')) 

The interleaving operator Ill for regular expressions is defmed by : 
if e and e' are regular expressions over A and L(e) and L(e') are their respective regular 
languages then e Ill e' = e" with e" such that2 
L(e") = L (e Ill e') = { s e A* I 3 t e L(e), u e L(e') : s interleaves (t,u)} 

Furthermore 
e-O= 1 

e-1 = e 
V n e IN0 : e-n= e 111 (R-n-1) 

e- = L e-i 
i E IN 

Unfortunately, unlimited interleaving- is not regular, as it leads to state machines with an 
infmite number of states3. Therefore, another formalism is needed to analyze object 
behaviour, which should satisfY a number of restrictions: 

2. We do not claim that e" is regular. 
3. If xIs the number of states of the FSM that accepts L(e). then 

L xn is the number of states of the FSM that accepts L( L e-n) 
n e IN n e IN 

Clearly L xn eo IN. 
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1) It must be possible to express unlimited interleaving of regular languages; 

2) It must support synchronized parallel composition. Synchronized parallel 

composition is a combination of regular substitution and intersection; 

3) It should support iteration. 

In addition a number of problems must be decidable : 

1) membership problem (to determine whether an event is allowed or not). 

2) finiteness problem (all objects must be fmite). 

3) emptiness problem (to answer the question of consistency). 

An overview of a number of well-known formalisms and their characteristics in relation to 

the mentioned questions is given in figures 2 and 3 [1, 2, 3 , 4, 5]: 

Figure 2 : relations between formal languages. 

Language Type Regular L-type Context Free Context 
Petri net Sensitive 

interleaving no yes no yes 
regular substitution yes A.-free yes A.-free 
intersection yes yes no yes 
iteration yes no yes yes 

membership problem yes yes yes yes 
fmiteness problem yes ? yes yes 
emptiness problem yes ? yes yes 

Figure 3 : Overview of some closure properties and decidability results 

of some formal languages. 

Although no formal proof is given, it is obvious that unlimited interleaving cannot be 

context free. Intuitively this can be explained as follows. Context free languages are 

equivalent to Push Down Automata (PDA) languages. A PDA has a push down list which 

can be read at one end, and thus behaves as a stack. This makes the PDA for example very 

suited to handle nested structures. However, interleaving would require random access 

memory as interleaving can be seen as the parallel parsing of a finite number of strings. 
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Figure 4 illustrates how Petri-nets can be used to represent the interleaving of any Regular 
Language. 

Final marking= (0,0,1) 
L(P1) = a.b 

e 

Final marking = (0,0,0, 1) 
L(P3) = a.(d+e)* .f.b 

Final marking = (1,0) 
L(P2) = (a.b)-

Final marking =(1,0,0) 
L(P4) = (a.(d+e)*.f.b)-

Figure 4 : Interleaving of Regular Languages by means of a Petri Net. 

d 

Context Sensitive languages (CSL), which are equivalent to Linear Bounded Automata (LBA) 
Languages can handle interleaving of Regular Languages as they are a superset of Petri net 
languages. This should not surprise us, as the LBA has a random access memory the 
capacity of which is limited to a linear function of input length. We do however not know if 
Context Sensitive Languages are closed under Interleaving of Context Sensitive Languages. 

From this overview it is clear that only context sensitive languages would more or less be 
suited for providing an algorithm to check for consistency without strengthening the 
requirement, or to provide for transformations into safe systems. However, CSL or LBA are 
still not suited to implement a safe event handler. Indeed, a LBA is allowed to scan the 
input back and forth more than once before deciding whether or not to accept the input as 
a valid string while an event handler must decide immediately upon entrance of an event 
whether it is allowed or not. The event handler behaves as a left to right parser with no 
lookahead capabilities. Even if CSL might be suited to establish a recursive statement 
\{I(!Mj equivalent with the consistency requirement, we can conclude that using any of the 
mentioned formalisms, it is not possible to transform a Process Model into a safe event 
handling system before execution time. 

Recall that the only reason for looking for another formalism is that unlimited interleaving -
is not regular. In contrast, limited interleaving -n (n E IN), is regular. However, if at type 
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level we can never put a limit on the number of interleaving occurrences, at run time we 
know at each point in time exactly how many occurrences of a particular object type are 
interleaving. Therefore, to resolve the safety problem, two strategies are possible : 

1) Abandon the idea of a safe event handler and rely on the users of the system not to 
input sequences of events which lead to a deadlock. If however this would occur, 
allow to rollback events. 

2) At run time knowledge about the number of occurrences of one object type is 
available. This knowledge can be used to calculate future behaviour of the system. 
Analysis of such future behaviour determines whether an event is accepted or not. 

Suppose that, in the small library circulation example, the event sequence of figure 5 has 
been allowed. When the 'return' event is offered to the system, it is rejected by the BOOK
type occurrence 201. At this moment the deadlock for the loan object is discovered and the 
system must be rolled back to the situation before the decatalogue event. This rollback 
operation (light shaded area) involves 6 events and 6 objects. Maybe for some of these 
events and objects, rollback is not necessary, but how do we decide upon that? In any 
case, for this option it is necessary to keep an image of the system for each event, which 
makes this first strategy rather unfeasible. 

time 

0 
1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 
10 

event 

acquire 
acquire 

enter 
borrow 

decatalogue 
enter 

acquire 
borrow 
borrow 
renew 
return 

MEMBER 

101 
101 

102 

102 
102 
102 
101 

BOOK 

201 
202 

201 

201 

203 
202 
203 
202 

201 ;/ 

LOAN 

301 

302 
303 
302 
301 

Figure 5: event sequence for the library circulation example. 

The second strategy can be achieved by creating a Finite State Automaton (FSA) for evecy 
object that is created, and calculate the parallel composition of this FSA with the current 
system. As a system can only contain a finite number of objects, adding a FSA for each 
created object thus never leads to an infinite number of states. 

By calculating the effect of the creation of an object at run-time, we reduce the problem of 
unlimited interleaving to limited interleaving, which is regular. 

In order to describe and analyze behaviour at the object level, we defme a new kind of FSA, 
called Object Finite State Automata (OFSA). The need for a new definition arises from the 
fact that the set of events an object can participate in, is possibly infmite, where the 
defmition of a classical Finite State Automaton requires a fmite alphabet [1]. The OFSA will 
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straightforwardly be derived from the classical FSA by making use of the object 
identification. 

Before giving the definition of the OFSA, the basic definitions of the process model are 
briefly recalled. (For a full definition see [6]). 

THE PRocESS MODEL : BASIC DEFINITIONS 

If A is the universe of event types, then .1{A) denotes the power set of A and R*(A) the set of 

regular expressions over A. Object types are elements of <.1lA), R*(A)> and a process model 

is a set of Object types, therefore 9vf ~ <.1lA). R*(A)>. Two selectors are defmed for Object 

types : if P=<a,e> e 9v{. then SAP = a and SAR = e. 

Every object has a unique identity, which for simplicity is assumed to be a natural number. 
As there can be a denumerable infmite number of objects, we simply assume that the set of 

objects is IN. Objects can be classified as Object types, and each object is of exactly one 

type. This is expressed by the following function : 

type : IN ~ 9v{: i ~ type(i) 

The set of objects of a given type P e 9vf is denoted by oids(P)4 = {i e IN I type(i) = P}. 

Events are characterized by the time at which they take place5, their type and the 

participating objects. The objectlist (i.e. list of participating objects) is subject to some 
restrictions. The multiplicity of an event type a e A, denoted !J.(a). is the number of Object 

types participating in that event type: !J.(a) = #{P e 9vf I a e SAP}. The objectlist must 

contain exactly one object from each participating object type. 

EVENTS(A) ~ T x A x IN* 

where Tis the set of time values. We assume a discrete linear time, soT could be IN. 

A is the universe of event types 
IN* = {0} u IN u INxiN u INxiNxiN u ... 

If 1 = (t,a,I) e EVENTS(A). and (P1, ... ,Pnl = {P e %1 a e SAP}, then I must be an element of 
oids(P 1) x ... x oids(P nl ~ INJ.L(a). In principle, the order of the object types should be fixed, 

but to avoid confusion I can be denoted by explicitly naming the Object types : I = 

(P1:i1, ... ,Pn:inl· 

Moreover, the objectlist must reflect the existence dependencies between objects. An object 
p is (directly) existence dependent on an object q if type(p) is (directly) existence dependent 

on type(q) and if p was created in the context of q. In other words, the event that created p 

had an objectlist where q was the object of type type(q). 

4. 'oids' stands for 'object identifications'. 

5. Events are supposed to be atomic and to have no duration. 
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Three selectors are defmed for events : time((t,a,I)) = t, type((t,a,I))=a and olist((t,a,I))=I. 

It is also possible to select the object of a given type from the olist: (P1:i1,. .. ,Pn:in):Pj = ij . 

9 

Streams of events are sequences of events with increasing time values. By EVENTS*(A) we 
denote the set of streams : 

& is the empty stream 
V 1 e EVENTS(A) : 1 is a stream over EVENTS(A) 
if sis a non empty stream over EVENTS(A) with head §o and tails' (S=§o"s'), then 
1"s is a stream over EVENTS(A) iff time(!) < time(§0) 

EVENTS*(A) = (s I sis a stream over EVENTS(A)} 

OBJECT FINITE STATE AUTOMATA 

Definitions 

A nondeterministic Object FSA M is a five tuple (1:,Q,il,q0 ,F) where 

1) 1: is a fmite set of event types, i.e. 1: ~A; 
2) Q is a finite set of States; 
3) il is a mapping from Q x 1: x (1{1N))* to 1{Q) which dictates the behaviour of M. il is also 

called the state transition function; 
4) q0 is the initial state of M; 
5) F ~ Q is the set of fmal states. 

A transition of the form il(q,&,O) = Q' is called an empty transition. A OFSA is called empty

free if Ll does not contain empty transitions. 

if M = (1:, Q, Ll, q0 , F) is a OFSA, then a pair (q,w) in Q x EVENTS(1:)* is a configuration of M. 

q is the actual state of M and w denotes the string on the input tape where the first (i.e. 
leftmost) event in w is the event under the input head. A configuration of the form (q0 ,w) is 
called initial and one of the form (q,&) .final or accepting for any q e F. 

A move by Misrepresented by a binary relation 1- on configurations. If q' e il(q,a,v) and I 
e v, then (q,(t,a,l)"w) 1- (q',w) for all we EVENTS(1:)*. I~ is the reflexive transitive closure 

of 1-. 

* A stream w e EVENTS(1:)* is accepted by M if (q0 ,w) 1- (q,&) for some q in F. 

The language defmed by M is the set of all streams accepted by M : 

L(M) = (w e EVENTS(1:)* I (q0 ,w) I~ (q,&) for some q in F) 

Let M = (1:, Q, Ll, q0 , F) be a nondeterministic OFSA. We say that M is deterministic if V q e 
Q, a e 1:, v e (1{1N))~(al, il(q,a,v) contains at most one element and V a e 1:, q e Q :if 3 v 1, 
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v2 E (1{1N))~(a) : fi(q,a,v 1) and fi(q,a,v2) are defmed, then v 1 and v2 must be disjoint : v 1 n v2 
= 0. 

In this case we write fi(q,a,v) = q' instead of fi(q,a,v) = {q'} 

If M = (I:, Q, fi, q0 , F) is a deterministic OFSA then M is completely specified if 'if a E I:, and 

'if q E Q : 3 v 1, .. . vk E (1{1N))~(al such that fi(q,a,vi) is defined for l::;i::;k and {v 1, .•. ,vk} is a 
partition of IN~(a) 

Algorithms can be defmed to make a OFSA empty-free, deterministic or completely 

specified. 

Operations on Object Finite State Automata6 

Parallel composition 

Given two deterministic and completely specified OFSA M1 = (I:l ,Ql,.fil,q1,F1) and M2 = 

(I:2,Q2,f12·~·F2). a new OFSA M = M1 II M2 is defmed as follows: 

M = (1:1 u 1:2, Q 1 X Q2, .fi, (q 1 .~). F 1 x F2) such that 

'if a E I:1 n 1:2 : 

if .f11(ql,a,(Il•···,Ik)) = q'1 and f12(q2,a,(I'1·· ··,I'k)) = q'2 

then fi((q 1 .~).a,(I 1 n I'l, ... ,Ik n I'k)) = (q'l·q'~ 

where k = 1-l(a) 

'if a E 1:1\1:2 : 

if .f11(q,a,vl) = q'1 

thenf1((q 1 .~).a,vl) = (q'l·~) 

'if a E 1:2 \I:l : 

if f12(~.a.v2) = q'2 

then .fi((ql .~).a,v2) = (ql ,q·~ 

Sequence 

Given two OFSA M1 = (I:1,Q1,.f11,q1,F1) and M2 = (I:2,Q2 ,f12 ,q2,F~. a new OFSA M = M1.M2 is 

defined as follows : 

'if a E 1:1 : 'if q E Q 1 : fi(q,a,v) = f1 1 (q,a,v) 

'if a E 1:2 : 'if q E Q2 : fi(q,a,v) = f12(q,a,v) 

'if q E F1: fi(q,&,O) = {q2} 

6. As states can always be renamed, we assume that the set of states of distinct OFSA are disjoint. 
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Swn 

Given two deterministic and completely specified OFSA M1 = (I.l,Q1,A1,q1,F1) and M2 = 

(I.2,Q2,A2.~.F2), a new OFSA M = M1 + M2 is defined as follows: 

A(qo.&,Q) = {q1.~l 

V a e I-1 : V q e Q1 : A(q,a,v) = A1(q,a,v) 
V a e I-2 : V q e Q 2 : A(q,a,v) = A2(q,a,v) 

M accepts L(M 1) u L(M2) 

OBJECT REGULAR EXPRESSIONS 

if i e IN and type(i) = <a,e> then we defme the object expression for i as (e)i where 

(e)i = (1h ife = 1 

(e)i = (ah if e = a 
(e)i = (e'h + (e")i if e = e'+e" 

(e)i = (e'h . (e"h if e = e' .e" 
(ah = {(t,a,I) e EVENTS(A) I I = ( ... ,type(i):i, ... )} 

The alphabet and object expression of an object can be derived from its type : 

SAi = u {(ah I a e SAtype(i)} 

SRi = (SRtype(i)h 

The language or set of scenarios for an object is defined in the same way : 

L(i) = L(SRi) and 
L(1)i = {&} 
L((a)i) = {(t,a,I) e EVENTS I I= ( ... ,type(i):i, ... )} 
L((e' + e")i) = L((e')i) u L((e'\) 
L((e' .e"hl = L((e'hl . L((e")i) 

Remark that if a E!: SAtype(i) then (ah = 0. 

This means that 

L((eh) = U {(sh I s e L(e)} = (L(e)h 

Where (s)i is defined as 
(s)i = {&} 
(s)i = L((ah).(s')i 

ifs = 1 and 
if s = a As' and 
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Let P E top(:.Mj and M = (1:,Q,8,q0 ,F) be a deterministic and completely specified FSA which 
accepts L(P). For every object i E oids(P), we derive an OFSA Mi which accepts L(i) in the 

following way : 

Mi = (1:,Q u lqe},.il,q0 .F) where 
if 8(q,a) = q' then 
.il(q,a,IN x ... x IN x type(i):{i} x IN x ... x IN) = q' and 
.il(q,a,IN x ... x IN x type(i):IN\{i} x IN x ... x IN) = q 

and V a E 1: : .il(qe,a,IN x IN x ... x IN) = qe 

This definition can be extenden to arbitrary objects. But when P it top(:.Mj the existence 

dependencies must be taken into account 

Definition 

Let P E !Jv[ and M = (1:,Q,8,q0 ,F) a deterministic and completely specified FSA which 

accepts L(P). For every i E oids(P). we defme 

J = u E IN I i <-- j} 
(J is the set of all objects from which i is directly or indirectly existence dependent.) 

v(a) = {t E Nll(a) I t:P = i en V j E J : t:typeU) = j} 
v'(a) = {t E Nll(a) I t:P = i en 3 j E J : t:typeU) :t:. j}} 
v"(a) = Nll(a) \ (v(a) u v'(a)) 

Then Mi is defmed by: 

Mi = (1:,Q u lqe}..il,q0 ,F) where 
if 8(q,a) = q' then 
.il(q,a,v(a)) = q' and 
.il(q,a,v"(a)) = q en 
.il(q,a,v'(a)) = qe 

and V a E 1: : .il(qe,a,IN x IN X •.• x IN) = qe 

The following bank examples show the related FSA and OFSA for an customer and an 
account (the error state qe has been omitted in order to simplify the picture) : 
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join 

join, leave:N\ { 1 } 
open, deposit, 
withdraw, close : 
N\{1 X N 

join(c-id:1) 

open, 
deposit, 
withdraw, 
close 

leave 

join, leave:N\ { 1} 
open, deposit, 
withdraw, close: N\{ 1} x N 

open, deposit, 
withdraw, close: 
{1} X N 

Ieave(c-id: 1) 

join, leave:N\{ 1} 
open, deposit, 
withdraw, close : 
N\{1} X N 

figure 6 : FSA for object type CUSTOMER and OFSA for CUSTOMER-object with object 
identification 1 

open 

open, close, deposit, 
withdraw: N x N\{100} 

open: {(1,100)} 

deposit, 
withdraw 

close 

open, close, deposit, 
withdraw: N x N\{ 100} 

deposit, withdraw: 
{ (1, 100)} 

close: {( 1,1 00)} 

open, close, deposit, 
withdraw: N x N\{ 100} 

figure 7 : FSA for object type ACCOUNT and OFSA for ACCOUNT-object with object 
identification 100 and existence dependent of CUSTOMER 1 

13 
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ALGORITHM FOR EvENT HANDLING 

By means of OFSA a safe event handling algorithm can be defmed. 

Initialize the empty system as an OFSA H = (A,{q0}.il,q0 ,{q0 )) 

with empty transistion function Ll 

For every event 1 = (t,a,l) which is offered to the system do 

if 1 is the creator of a new object i and all of its parent objects exist then 

a) create an OFSA Mi according to the type of i. 
b) calculate H II Mi and transform it to a deterministic and empty-free OFSA 

H' = (Q' ,ql' Ll' ,ql ,F') 

c) if il'(qc,a,v) is defined such that IE v, then 

setH= H' 

accept 1 
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set the first state to il'(q0 ,a,v) and simplify the OFSA by removing states from 

which no final state is reachable and states which are not reachable from the 

first state. 

else 
reject 1 

else if 1 is the creator of a new object i and at least one of its parent objects does not 

exist then 

reject 1 

else if il'(q0 ,a,v) is defmed such that I E v then 

accept1 
set the first state to il'(q0 ,a,v) and simplify the OFSA by removing states from 

which no final state is reachable and states which are not reachable from the first 

state. 
else 

reject 1 

The effect of this algorithm is illustrated in the following three figures. The first event that 

is offered to the system creates a CUSTOMER-object with identification 1. After acceptance of 
this event the contextfilter is as depicted in figure 8: 
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join, leave:N\{ 1} 
open, deposit, 
withdraw, close: N\{ 1} x N 

open, deposit, 
withdraw, close: 
{l}xN 

leave: {(I)} 

join, leave:N\{ 1} 
open, deposit, 
withdraw, close : 
N\{1}xN 

Figure 8: Event Handler after join-event for customer 1 
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After opening a first account with identification 100 and a second account with 
identification 101, the event handler is respectively as in figures 9 and 10. 

deposit, withdraw: { (1, 1 00)} 

join, leave:N\ { 1} 
open, deposit,withdraw, 
close: N x N\{ 100} 

close: {(1,100)} 

join, leave:N\ { 1} 
open, deposit, 
withdraw, close: N x N\{ 100} 

leave: { (1)} 

join, leave:N\{ 1} 
open, deposit, 
withdraw, close : 
N\ { 1 } x N\ { 1 00} 

Figure 9: Event Handler after open-event for account 100 for customer 1 
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close: {(1,101)} 

deposit, withdraw: {(1, 1 00)} 
join, Ieave:N\{ 1} 
open, deposit,withdraw, 
close: N x N\{100,101)}} 

join, Ieave:N\{ 1} 
open, deposit, withdraw, 
close: N x N\{100,101} 

leave: { (1)} join, Ieave:N\{ 1} 
open, deposit, 
withdraw, close : 
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N\{1} X N\{100,101} 

close: { (1,100)} 

join, Ieave:N\{ 1} 
open, deposit, withdraw, 
close: N x N\{100,101)}} 
deposit, withdraw: {(1,101),(1,100)}} 

close: {(1,101)} 

deposit, withdraw: {(1,101)} 

join, leave:N\{ 1} 
open, deposit, withdraw, 
close: N x N\{100,101)}} 

Figure 10: Event Handler after open-event for account 101 for customer 1 

The full calculations for these steps can be found in the appendix. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper demonstrates that it is quite impossible to find a calculation equivalent to the 
consistency requirement. However it also proves that it is possible to build a safe event 
handler by making use of Object Finite State Automata. Of course the proposed event 
handler needs a lot of efficiency improvements. 
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APPENDIX : CALCULATING THE EVENT HANDLER 

The initial event handler is: 

CF = (0.{0}.L:l,O,[O}) 

0 

The OFSA for the CUSTOMER-object with oid l is: 

CUSTOMER(!) = (Uoin, leave, open, close,deposit, withdraw}.{O,l,2,E},L1,0,{2}) 

Ll 0 l 2 E 

join l: {(l)} E: {(l)} E: [(l)} E: IN 
0: IN\{l} 1: IN\{1} 2: IN\{l} 

leave E: {(l)} 2: {(l)} E: {(l)} E: IN 
0: IN\{1} 1: IN\{l} 2: IN\{1} 

open E: {l} x IN 1: {l} X IN E: {l} x IN E: IN x IN 
close 0: IN\{1} X IN 1: IN\{l} X IN 2: IN\(1} X IN 
deposit 
withdraw 

Calculation of CF II CUSTOMER(!) gives CUSTOMER(!) as result. Mter accepting the join(l) 
event, the current state is l and state 0 has become inaccessible. Removing this state from 

the event handler yields the following: 

CF = (Uoin, leave, open, close,deposit, withdraw}.[l,2,E},L:l,l,{2}) 
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~ 1 2 E 

join E: 1(1)} E: 1(1)} E: IN 
1: IN\Ill 2: IN\Ill 

leave 2: {(1)} E: 1(1)} E: IN 
1: IN\Ill 2: IN\Ill 

open 1: Ill X IN E: Ill X IN E: IN xiN 
close 1: IN\Ill X IN 2: IN\11} X IN 
deposit 
withdraw 

The next event is open(l.lOO) and creates an occurrence of the object type ACCOUNTwith oid 

100 and existence dependent of CUSTOMER 1. The OFSA for this object is: 

ACCOUNT(l,lOO) =({open, close, deposit, withdraw},il,IO,l,2,E),0,{2}) 

~ 0 1 2 E 

open 1: 1(1,100)} E: {(1,100)} E: {(1,100)} E: IN xiN 
0: IN X IN\1100} 0: IN x IN\1100} 0: IN X IN\{100} 
E: IN\Ill X 1100} E: IN\Ill X 1100} E: IN\{1} X {100} 

deposit E: 1(1, 100)} 1: 1(1,100)} E: 1(1.100)} E: IN x IN 
withdraw 0: IN X IN\{ 100} 0: IN X IN\{100} 0: IN x IN\{100} 

E: IN\{1) X {100} E: IN\{1} x 1100} E: IN\{1} X {100} 

close E: 1(1, 100)} 2: 1(1,100)} E: {(1, 100)} E: IN xiN 
0: IN X IN\1100} 0: IN X IN\{100} 0: IN x IN\1100} 
E: IN\Ill X {100} E: IN\11} x 1100} E: IN\Ill X {100} 

Calculating CF' = CF II ACCOUNT(l,lOO) yields: 

CF' = (Uoin, leave, open, close, deposit, withdraw}, {(1,0), (1,1), (1,2), (2,0), (2,1), (2,2) ,E}, il, 

(1,0), ((2,2)}) 

(the E-state stands for all (E,-) and (-,E) states.) 
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1,0 2,0 1,1 

join E: [(1)} E: [(1)} E: {(1)} 
1,0: IN\{1} 2,0: IN\[1} 1,1:1N\[1} 

leave 2,0: ((1)} E: [(1)} 2,1: ((1)} 
1,0: IN\{1} 2,0: IN\(1} 1,1: IN\[1} 

open E: IN\(1) X (100} E: (1} X IN E: IN X {100} 
1, 1:((1, 100)} E: IN\(1} X (100} 1,1: IN X IN\(100} 
1,0: IN X IN\{100} 2,0: IN\[1} X IN\{100} 

deposit E: IN X (100} E: {l} X IN 1,1: IN X IN\{100} 
withdraw 1,0: IN X IN\{100} E: IN X {100} 1,1: {(1,100)} 

2,0: IN\{1} X IN\(100} E: IN\[1} X (100} 

close E: IN X (100} E: (1} X IN 1,2: {(1, 100)} 
1,0: IN X IN\{100} E: IN X {100} 1,1: IN X IN\(100} 

2,0: IN\{1} X IN\{100} E: IN\(1} X {100} 

~ 2,1 1,2 2,2 

join E: [(l)} E: ((1)} E: (( 1)} 
2,1: IN\(1} 1,2: IN\[1} 2,2: IN\[1} 

leave E: [(l)} 2,2: ((1)} E: ((1)} 
2,1: IN\{1} 1,2: IN\{1} 2,2: IN\{1} 

open E: (l} X IN E: IN X (100} E: IN X (100} 
E: IN X {100} 1,2: IN x IN\{100} E: (1} x IN 
2,1: IN\[1} X IN\(100} 2,2: IN\[1} x IN\(100} 

deposit E: [l} X IN 1,2: IN x IN\[100} E: IN x {100} 
withdraw E: IN\(1} X (100} E: IN X (100} E: (l} X IN 

2,1 : IN\[1} X IN\[100} 2,2: IN\[1} X IN\[100} 

close E: [l} X IN 1,2: IN x IN\{100} E: IN x (100} 
E: IN\(1} X (100} E: IN X {100} E: {l} X IN 
2,1: IN\{1} x IN\(100} 2,2: IN\ {I) x IN\[ 100} 

'II a e Uoin, leave} : il(E,a,IN) = E en 

'II a e (open, close, deposit, withdraw} : il(E,a,IN x IN) = E 

Mter the open( 1, 100) event, the current state is ( 1, 1). Simplifying th OFSA yields the 

following for the event handler: 

CF = (Uoin, leave, open, close, deposit, withdraw}, {0, 1,2,E}, il, 0, (0, 1,2}) 
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Ll 0 l 2 

join E: {(l)} E: {(l)} E: {(l)} 
0: IN\{1} 1: IN\{1} 2: IN\{l} 

leave E: {(l)} 2: {(l)} E: {(l)} 
0: IN\{1} 1: IN\{1} 2: IN\{1} 

open E: IN X {100} E: IN X {100} E: IN x {100} 
0: IN x IN\{100} 1: IN X IN\{100} E: {l} x IN 

2: IN\{1} X IN\{100} 

deposit 0: IN x IN\{100} 1: IN X IN\{100} E: IN X {100} 
withdraw 0: {(1,100)} E: IN X {100} E: Ill X IN 

E: IN\{1} X {100} 2: IN\{1} X IN\{100} 

close 1: {(1,100)} 1: IN X IN\{100} E: IN X {100} 
0: IN x IN\{100} E: IN X {100} E: {l}x IN 
E: IN\{l} X {100} 2: IN\{l} X IN\{100} 

V a E Uoin, leave}: Ll(E,a,IN) = E and 

V a E {open, close, deposit, withdraw} : L1(E,a,IN x IN) = E 

The next event is open(l,lOl) en creates an occurrence of the object type ACCOUNTwith oid 

101 and existence dependent of CUSTOMER l. The OFSA for this object is: 

ACCOUNT( I, 101) = ({open, close, deposit, withdraw},L1,{0,1,2,E).0,{2}) 

Ll 0 l 2 E 

open 1: {(1,101)} E: {(1 ,101)} E: {(1,101)} E: INxiN 
0: IN X IN\{101} 1: IN X IN\{101} 2: IN X IN\{101} 
E: IN\{1} X {101} E: IN\{1} X (lOll E: IN\{l} X {101} 

deposit E: {(1,101)} 1: {(1,101)} E: {(1,101)} E: INxiN 
withdraw 0: IN X IN\{101} 1: IN X IN\{101} 2: IN X IN\(101} 

E: IN\(1} X {101} E: IN\{l} X {lOll E: IN\{1} X (lOll 

close E: {(1,101)} 2: {(1,101)} E: {(1,101)} E: IN x IN 
0: IN X IN\(101} 1: IN x IN\{101} 2: IN x IN\(101} 
E: IN\{1} X {lOll E: IN\{1} X (lOll E: IN\{l} X {101} 
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Calculating CF' = CF II ACCOUNT( 1, 10 1) yields: 

CF' = (Uoin, leave, open, close, deposit, withdraw}, 

{(0,0). (0,1), (0,2). (1,0), (1,1). (1,2). (2,0). (2,1), (2,2) ,E), 

A, (0,0), {(2,2)}) 

(the state E summarizes all (E,-) and (-,E) states) 

8 0,0 0,1 

join E: {(1)} E: {(1)} 
0,0: IN\{1} 0,1: IN\{1} 

leave E: {(1)} E: {(1)} 
0,0: IN\{1} 0,1: IN\[1} 

open E: IN\[1} x {101} E: IN x {101} 
E: IN x [100} E: IN X {100} 
0, 1:{(1, 101)} 0,1: IN x IN\{100,101} 
0,0: IN x IN\{100, 101} 

deposit E: IN\{1} X {100} E: IN\{1} X {100} 
withdraw E: IN X {101} E: IN\{1} X {101} 

0,0:{(1, 100)} 0,1: {(1,100),(1,101)} 
0,0: IN X IN\{100, 101} 0,1: IN x IN\{100,101} 

close E: IN\[1} X {100} E: IN\[1} x {100} 
E: IN X {101} E: IN\{1} X {101} 
1,0:{(1, 100)} 1,1: {(1,100)} 
0,0: IN X IN\{100, 101} 0,2: {(1, 101)} 

0,1: IN x IN\{100,101} 
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0,2 

E: {(1)} 
0,2: IN\{1} 

E: {(1)} 
0,2: IN\{1} 

E: IN X {101} 
E: IN X {100} 
0,2: IN X IN\{100, 101} 

E: IN\{1} X {100} 
E: IN X {101} 
0,2: {(1, 100)} 
0,2: IN x IN\{100, 101} 

E: IN\{1} X {100} 
E: IN x {101} 
1,2: {(1, 100)} 
0,2: IN X IN\{100,101} 
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~ 1,0 1,1 1,2 

join E: {(1)} E: {(1)} E: {(1)} 
1,0: IN\{1} 1,1: IN\{1} 1,2: IN\(1} 

leave 2,0: {(1)} 2,1: {(1)} 2,2: {(1)} 
1,0: IN\{1} 1,1: IN\{1} 1,2: IN\{1} 

open E: IN\{1} X {101} E: IN X {101} E: IN X {101} 
E: IN X {100} E: IN X {100} E: IN X {100} 
1,1: (1,101) 1,1: IN X IN\{100,101} 1,2: IN X IN \{100,101} 
1,0: IN X IN\{100,101} 

deposit E: IN X {101} E: IN\{1} X {101} E: IN X {101} 
withdraw E: IN X (100} E: IN X {100} E: IN X {100} 

1,0: IN X IN\{100,101} 1,1: (1,101) 1,2: IN x IN\{100,101} 
1,1: IN x IN\{100,101} 

close E: IN X {101} E: IN\{1} X (101} E: IN X {101} 
E: IN X {100} E: IN X {100} E: IN X {100} 
1,0: IN x IN\(100,101} 1,2: (1,101) 1,2: IN x IN\{100,101} 

1,1: IN x IN\{100,101} 

2,0 2,1 2,2 

join E: {(1)} E: {(1)} E: {(1)} 
2,0: IN\[1} 2,1: IN\{1} 2,2: IN\{1) 

leave E: {(1)} E: {(1)} E: {(1)} 
2,0: IN\{1} 2,1: IN\(1} 2,2: IN\{1} 

open E: IN X {101} E: IN X {101} E: IN X (101} 
E: IN X {100} E: IN X {100} E: IN X {100} 
E: {1} x IN E: {1} X IN E: {1} X IN 
2,0: IN\(1} 2,1: IN\{1} 2,2: IN\(1} 

X IN\{100,101} X IN\{100,101} X IN\{100,10 1} 

deposit E: IN X (101} E: IN x {101} E: IN X {101} 
withdraw E: IN X {100} E: IN X {100} E: IN X {100} 

E: {1} X IN E: {1} X IN E: {1} X IN 
2,0: IN\{1} 2,1: IN\{1} 2,2: IN\[1} 

X IN\{100,101} X IN\{100,101} X IN\{100,101} 

close E: IN x {101} E: IN X {101} E: IN X {101} 
E: IN X {100} E: IN x {100} E: IN X {100} 
E: {1} X IN E: {1) X IN E: {1} X IN 
2,0: IN\{1} 2,1: IN\{1} 2,2: IN\(1} 

X IN\{100,101} X IN\{100,101} X IN\{100,101} 
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After the open( 1, 10 1) event, the current state is (0, 1). The resulting simplified event 

handler is: 

CF' = (Uoin, leave, open, close, deposit, withdraw}, 

{0, 1,2,3,4,E).il, 0, (4)) 

~ 0 1 

join E: ((1)} E: ((l)l 
0: IN\(1} 1: IN\{1} 

leave E: ((l)l E: ((l)l 
0: IN\(1} 1: IN\{1) 

open E: IN X (101} E: IN X (101} 
E: IN X (100} E: IN X (100} 
0: IN X IN\{100,101} 1: IN X IN\{100, lOll 

deposit E: IN\{1} X {100} E: IN\{1} X {100} 
withdraw E: IN\(1} x {101} E: IN X {101} 

0:{(1' 100),(1, 10 1)} 1: {(1,100)) 
0: IN X IN\{100,101} 1: IN X IN\{100,101} 

close E: IN\{1} X {100} E: IN\{1) X {100} 
E: IN X {101} E : IN\{1} X (101} 
2: {(1, 100)} 3: {(1, 100)} 
1: ((1,101)} 1: IN X IN\{100,101} 
0: IN x IN\{100, 101} 

2 

E: (( l)l 
2: IN\{1} 

E: ((l)l 
2: IN\{1} 

E: IN x {101} 
E: IN X {100} 
2: IN X IN\{100, 101} 

E: IN\{1} X {101} 
E: IN X {100} 
2: (1,101) 
2: IN X IN\{100,101} 

E: IN\{1} X {101} 
E: IN x {100} 
3: (1,101) 
2: IN x IN\{100,101} 
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Ll 3 4 E 

join E: {( l)} E: {(l)} E: IN 
3: IN\{ll 4: IN\[ll 

leave 4:{(1)} E: {(l)l E: IN 
3: IN\{ll 4: IN\{ll 

open E: IN X {lOll E: IN x {lOll E: IN xiN 
E: IN x {lOOl E: IN X {lOOl 
3: IN x IN\{lOO,lOll E: {ll X IN 

4: IN\{ll 
X IN\{lOO,lOll 

deposit E: IN X {lOll E: IN X {lOll E: IN x IN 
withdraw E: IN X [lOOl E: IN X {lOOl 

3: IN X IN\{lOO,lOll E: {ll X IN 
4: IN\{ll 

X IN\{lOO,lOll 

close E: IN X {lOll E: IN X {lOll E: IN x IN 
E: IN X {lOOl E: IN X {lOOl 
3: IN x IN\{lOO,lOll E: [ll x IN 

4: IN\{ll 
X IN\{100,1011 


